
Processing feelings with art  – week 1 1

Hello beautiful being! 

Welcome to the first day of the 28 days that we'll  be living our 
health plan! Are you excited? I know am! :D Throughout the 28 
days I'll  be sharing  several  'art  healing' or  'processing feelings 
through art'  techniques with you, which I hope you'll be able to 
use when you find yourself  triggered or upset  and you want to 
grab  a  bag  of  cookies.  Art  journalling  in  specific  is  highly 
therapeutic  and  on  this  program  I  am  deliberately  sharing 
techniques with you that focus on the expression and processing 
of our 'stuff' and 'baggage'. :) 

Even though these art journalling exercises are designed 
to  help  you  process  negative  feelings,you  can  also  do 
them if you're happy (in fact, you'll see that I don't have a 
problem to work with in the video because when I created 
the video I wasn't upset as such and I didn't want to use a 
'fake problem'), so this kind of art play is also great as a 
standalone art lesson without you processing a problem, 
but should you need a method to process sadness, anger, 
frustration etc these exercises are perfect for them! You 
can keep doing them over and over each time you need a 
tool to work through your stuff. So, let's get started! :-)



Supplies used this week:: 

An art journal (I use a Waterford & Saunders one which 
has got watercolour paper inside that I like, but you can 
use other journals too – it's a good idea to use one  that 
has pages that can withstand heavy water-work though, 
refer to the video where I discuss different kinds of 
journals)

Paints: Golden Fluid Acrylics/ Heavy Body Acrylics (Golden)

Collage Elements: book pages/ music scores/ a photo of 
yourself/ scrapbooking pages/ washi tape

Mediums etc: gesso/ matt medium (for gluing)

Writing/ Drawing: markers of any kind/ graphite pencil (I like 2b), 
watercolour crayons (Neocolor II)/ graphite crayon (9b)/ posca pen 
(white)

Other: gelli plate/ brayer/ credit card/ ink pads/ q-tip/ rubber stamps (alphabet)

please note:: Most of the materials used are optional and/ or can be replaced by another type of 
the same stuff. A gelli plate is fun but expensive and so if you don't think you'll be using it for a lot 
more projects you may not want to buy one quite yet. Same with golden fluid acrylics, if you don't
have them, you can use your standard acrylics and water them down somewhat. Golden are an 
amazing brand and make amazing paints, but again: they are expensive. So, just make sure to buy
what you like and replace/ substitute some of the materials with things you already have. :)  

Step by step

Step 1. Before you start, take a moment, close 
your eyes, and take a deep breath. Feel your body 
and notice your feelings. Describe them internally, 
in your mind. Once you've got a pretty clear 
picture, open your journal and with a variety of 
markers, pencils and pens start writing down your 
feelings and anything related to it that comes up 
for you. Avoid trying to get back up in your head. 
As you write try to 'stay in your body'. The writing 
does not need to be legible, just layer your writing 
over each other, just scribble and write down all 
the stuff that comes up for you. 



Step 2. Once you've written down all your 
feelings, create a messy background. I use a gelli 
plate here but you can also use a piece of paper 
onto which you brayer paint, then turn it face down 
and 'stamp it' onto your page, you will create a 
similar grunge effect. Additionally you can also use 
a brayer to create 'grunge' or a 'push/pull' effect. 

Step 3. Once you've created a grungy enough 
background, you can use an inkpad to add some ink by 
simply rubbing it on the page in desired areas and an 
old credit card to apply some more paint in desired 
areas. 

Step 4. When you're fairly happy with your messy 
background, add some gesso to the right page, 
this is where we'll sketch our portrait.  

 Step 5. Sketch your portrait: 



Step 6. Shade your portrait. Tips: add darker shading with your graphite pencil in the areas where 
you'd expect shading, in my case, I'm using a fairly straight forward light source, so there is shading 
around the eyes, the nostrils, in the philtrum, under the bottom lip and under the hair line. Use your 
finger, a blending stump or a q-tip to smooth out your graphite's shading. 

For highlights use a white paint pen, white acrylics or gesso in place like: the tip of the nose, the 
bottom lip, a little on the chin, 'twinkles' in the eyes, some of the eye whites and on the eye lids and 
forehead. 

The entire portrait was done in gray-scale apart from some salmon on the cheeks. I did that with a 
neocolor II crayon. 



Step 7. Now I'd like you to think back of the problem you were working with (if any) and think about 
what needs were unmet during your feeling upset. When I say 'needs' I am referring to needs as used 
in the theory of 'non-violent communication'. You're looking for those deeper values of yours that were 
unmet in your moments of upset, eg: 'I needed to be seen' or 'I needed to be understood'. To read a 
comprehensive needs list, click here. Once you've identified your unmet needs, write them down with 
a white paint pen in the hair section. Use a 'scribbly sort of method' if you like for creative effect. 

Step 8. On the left page of your spread create a 'scrapbook' type collage around your chosen photo 
of yourself. I used scrapbooking scraps/ bookpages/ music scores and washi tape. I also used a bit of 
each type of paper on the right page of the spread to bring it all together a bit more. 

http://www.cnvc.org/
http://www.cnvc.org/Training/needs-inventory


Step 9. With a black pen you can add doodles to your photo, think crowns, wings, stars, hearts etc. 
And then as a final touch I'd like you to write down an affirmative sentence that affirms what you were 
needing earlier. Ie: if you said: 'I needed understanding' then your affirmation phrase could be: 'I am 
understood' or 'people understand me'. 

Lovely ones! I hope this lesson was fun & helpful for you! Make sure to share your art 
journal pages and any other ideas/ feelings/ needs you have in the groups in ning and 

Facebook. I look forward to seeing your creations! 

Big hugs & Love!
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